We show that the normalized maximum likelihood (NML) distribution as a universal code for a parametric class of models is closest to the negative logarithm of the maximized likelihood in the mean code length distance, where the mean is taken with respect to the worst case model inside or outside the parametric class. We strengthen this result by showing that the same minmax bound results even when the data generating models are restricted to be most benevolent' in minimizing the mean of the negative logarithm of the maximized likelihood. Further, we show for the class of exponential models that the bound cannot be beaten in essence by any code except when the mean is taken with respect to the most benevolent data generating models in a set of vanishing size.
Introduction
In 14] the traditional minmax problem of nding a distribution q(x n ) that minimizes the redundancy E log(P(X n ; )=q(X n ) for the worst case distribution in a parametric model class M k = fP(x n ; )g was generalized to minimizing the worst case relative redundancy min q max g E g log P(X n ; (x n )) q(X n ) ; (1) where the expectation is taken with respect to a distribution outside the model class satisfying certain conditions. The minmax relative redundancy was reached asymptotically by a modi ed Je reys' mixture. Because the shortest but unreachable ideal code length for a sequence x n = x 1 ; : : :; x n is ? log P(x n ;^ (x n )) = min log 1=P(x n ; ), the minmax redundancy problem was replaced in 4] by the following min q max E 2M k log P(X n ;^ (x n )) q(X n ) ; (2) but without a study of the nature of the solution. In this paper we consider rst a generalization of the minmax problem (2) such that the maximization is taken over all nonsingular density functions g(x n ), and we show that the solution is given for all n by the Normalized Maximum Likelihood NML density function, 11]. Hence, for discrete data this is the same distribution that solves Shtarkov's minmax problem, 13]. The negative logarithm of the NML density function may be viewed as the shortest ideal code length, called the stochastic complexity in 11], with which each data sequence can be encoded, when advantage is taken of the models in a parametric class. It is known, moreover, that its mean, the mean taken with respect to models in the class, is a tight lower bound for all models except for some in a set whose volume goes to zero as the sequence length grows to in nity, 9], 8]. We prove that the same is true for the exponential model class even if we take the mean with respect to models that are outside the class and minimize the mean E g log 1=f(X n ;^ (X n )).
These results have important implications both to universal coding and modeling. When we design a universal code for a model class that we think will re ect the regular features in the strings to be compressed, we hope that we have taken into account all the statistical properties in the strings that can be captured by the model class chosen. Our con dence really rests on theorems that ensure the per symbol code length to approach the entropy of whatever model in the class is assumed to have generated the string. However, if the data string should have additional properties, which it certainly will have, we still would like to be sure that we have done the best that can be done with the model class chosen, and that no better way of designing codes with this model class is possible. Modeling such unknown and unknowable additional properties by a distribution g outside the parameteric model class, the results in this paper imply that there is no better way to design codes using the available models than that obtained with the NML distribution.
The theorems also allow us to de ne a measure for the useful information in a nite string x n that can be extracted with exponential model classes. The negative logarithm of the NML density function breaks up into the code lengths of the optimal model and a part which has no information about the optimal model. Therefore, the code length for the optimal model, which also has been called the model complexity or the parametric complexity, 4], serves as an appropriate measure of the useful information. Such a decomposition generalizes the usual su cient statistics decomposition, which has parameters, into a universal parameter free su cient statistics decomposition for the entire model class. The decomposition and the amount of useful information are valid approximately in an asymptotic sense for many other than exponential model classes. We may then state that the objective of modeling data with probability distributions is to achieve such a decomposition, rather than to minimize this or that criterion or to appeal to Occam's razor, and an assessment of the goodness of any criterion is simply how well it accomplices the decomposition, which amounts to how close it is to the code length criterion.
The theorems have a further signi cant implication to modeling. In 1974, 1], Akaike set out to estimate the model in a parametric class that is nearest to the`true' data generating distribution g outside the class in the Kullback-Leibler distance, which led to his AIC criterion. This problem formulation has the di culty that if the class consists of nested models, the nearest model is the most complex one or it does not exist at all, which is re ected by the fact that the models determined by the AIC are inconsistent in the test case where g lies inside the model class. The di culty can be overcome by searching for the universal NML model that is closest to g in the Kullback-Leibler distance, and this leads to the MDL criterion that seeks to minimize the stochastic complexity rather than the AIC.
Two MinMax Problems
Consider a class of parametric density functions M = ff(x n ; ; )g de ned on sequences x n = x 1 ; : : : ; x n of real numbers, where is a structure index, such as the pair of autoregressive and moving average orders (p; q) in ARMA models, and the parameters = 1 ; : : :; k , k depending on , range over a subset of the k?dimensional Euclidean space. In data compression problems the data are often just characters from a nite alphabet, and the models are probability mass functions P(x n ; ; ). In either case it is convenient to identify the negative logarithms ? log f(x n ; ; ) and ? log P(x n ; ; ) with ideal code lengths, and the density functions and probability mass functions themselves may be identi ed with ideal codes.
It is clear that the models in the class M cannot express all the statistical properties in real world data, no matter how large n is. One way to mathematically model such a case is to let the data be generated with a density function g(x n ) lying outside the class, which will ensure that the data will have statistical properties di erent from those expressible with the models in the class. Consider the following minmax problem min q max g2G E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) q(X n ) ;
where^ (x n ) is the maximum likelihood estimate, q(x n ) a density function; i.e. an ideal code, and G is a class containing M as a proper subset. In fact, we can let G consist of all distributions such that E g log(g(X n )=f(X n ;^ (X n ); )) < 1. This excludes the singular distributions, which clearly do not restrict the data in any manner and hence do not specify any properties in them. Also, both the minimum and the maximum will be reached.
Theorem 1 The solution to the minmax problem (3) is the universal NML model f(x n ; ) = f(x n ;^ (x n ); ) C n ( )
C n ( ) = Z^ (y n )2 f(y n ;^ (y n ); )dy n ; (5) where is such that the integral is nite. Moreover, E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) f(X n ; ) = log C n ( ) (6) for all g 2 G.
Proof: We have min q max g2G E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) q(X n ) min q E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) q(X n ) ;
which holds for all g 2 G, and in particular for the one that maximizes the right hand side. Hence, by replacing f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) byf(X n ; )C n ( ) we have min q max g2G E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) q(X n ) max g2G min q E g logf (X n ; ) q(X n ) + log C n ( )
The last equality results with the choice q = g =f. By putting q =f we see that the inequality holds with equality, which, moreover, holds for all g 2 G.
Notice that the best modelf involves only the models in the class M , so that it can be computed. An implication of the theorem is that, if we encode the data with the universal em NML model, then the mean code length, no matter what the data generating distribution might be, will not be any worse than what we expect it to be when the mean is taken with respect to models in the class M . Hence, if the mean code length were too long to our liking we will know that fact, and we can look for better model classes although at this point we are not yet quite sure if a better way to design codes with the same parametric class exists.
The solutionf(x n ; ) also solves Shtarkov's minmax problem, 13], min q max x n log f(x n ;^ (x n ); ) q(x n ) = log C n ( ):
Under certain conditions, Theorem 1 of 11], and especially for iid processes 5], log C n ( ) = k 2 log n 2 + log Z q jI( )jd + o(1); (9) where I( ) is the Fisher information matrix
The solution to (3) provides an upper bound for the minmax relative redundancy, 14], even without the independence assumption. In fact, let f(X n ; (g); ) minimize the KL distance min 2 D(g(X n )kf(X n ; ; )); (10) where the minimizing parameter (g) is assumed to exist and to be unique. Then for R n ( ) = min q max g2G E g log f(X n ; (g); ) q(X n ) (11) we have R n ( ) log C n ( ) + max g2G E g log f(X n ; (g); ) f(X n ;^ (x n ); ) : (12) This reduces the determination of the asymptotic behavior of the relative redundancy to examination of the conditions under which the second term is uniformly bounded both in (g) and n. Note that when M consists of iid processes both^ (x n ) and (?1=n) P t log f(X n ;^ (x n ); ) converge to (g) and ?E g log f(X; (g); ), respectively, in g?probability one, 6] and 15].
Strong Lower Bound
We examine in this section the question whether the minimizing universal code length ? logf(x n ; ) is the best in that its mean, the minmax bound log C n ( ), can be regarded as the lower bound for the mean code length excess, which holds for all ways of doing coding not only for the worst case data generating distribution but for a majority of them. We know that this is true for almost all data generating distributions inside the model class M , 9], 10], and 8], but we cannot expect this to hold in general. For instance, take a family of nested subclasses M = S k M k , such as the set of polynomials of all orders k, = k; for curve tting, with normal distribution for the deviations. Then k > m implies that ? logf(x n ; k) ? logf(x n ; m) for large n, and the inequality is strict except for rare sequences. Moreover, the di erence grows like O(n). Since log C n (k) grows only like O(log n) taking g = q =f(x n ; k) makes the excess E g log(f(X n ;^ m )=q(X n )) for the model class M m even negative for large enough n! The previous example makes it clear that the model class with which the codes are designed may fail to capture the constraints imposed by the data generating distribution, in which case the mean excess E g log(f(X n ;^ (x n ))=q(X n )) is quite meaningless and cannot be computed anyway. Instead, we wish to analyze the mean code length available when the data generating distributions range over the most`benevolent' ones, for which the ideal target ?E g log f(X n ;^ (X n ); ) is as small as it can be. In addition to computing the minmax bound we also want to know whether it is a singular event, which can be beaten except for rare distributions close to the worst case.
We do the analysis for the model class M of exponential distributions, but the results hold asymptotically for many others. Let be a compact set of parameters, with^ denoting the set of the maximum likelihood estimates^ (x n ). In case the data range over the real line, we take^ as the interior of , which is what we discuss; the discrete case is handled with obvious modi cations. We need two conditions, which hold for the class of the exponential distributions. The rst is that the maximum likelihood estimator is a minimally su cient statistic; i.e., f(x n ; ) = f(x n j^ (x n ))p(^ (x n ); ); (13) and that^ (x n ) is a function of any other su cient statistic. In these and the subsequent formulas we omit the structure index , because it will be xed. The second condition is that the conditional density function f(y n j^ (x n )) is constant; ie., uniform, in its support X^ = fy n :^ (y n ) =^ (x n ) =^ g. For the exponential family this condition holds, because ? ln f(x n ;^ (x n )) = ? log f(x n j^ (x n )) ? log p(^ (x n )) = H(^ (x n )); (14) where p(^ (x n )) = p(^ (x n );^ (x n )) and H(^ (x n )), obtained by replacing in the entropy function H( ) of X n by the ML estimate, equals the empirical entropy. Since the right hand side depends on the data strings only through the maximum likelihood estimate the claim holds in view of (13) .
Example: In the Bernoulli class the factorization (13) where is the probability of symbol 1. The rst factor is clearly a uniform probability function in the set X m=n of all strings of length n with m 1's. Replacing by^ (x n ) = m=n we get H(m=n) as nh(m=n), where h(p) is the binary entropy function.
A slight generalization of the exponential family is the case where some of the components of the parameters are xed. If = ; , where is xed, such as the variance, 2 = 1, say, for the normal family, then it is, of course, the conditional f(x n j^ ) which is uniform rather than f(x n j^ ; ). Such cases are handled with the only relevant di erence that in Equation (14) p(^ ) = p(^ ;^ ; ).
Returning to the exponential family, let (g) 2 , (10), denote the parameter that minimizes the mean ?E g log f(Y n ; ), and let G( ) = fg : (g) = g: Clearly, this set is nonempty for every 2 , because it includes f(y n ; ). For each maximum likelihood estimate^ ; i.e., parameter in^ , let g(x n ;^ ) be a density function which minimizes min g2G(^ ) E g log 1 f(X n ;^ (X n )) : (15) Since f(y n ;^ (y n )) is constant in each equivalence class X^ (y n ) , a minimizing g must put all the probability mass in the equivalence class, say X ; where f(y n ;^ (y n )) is at its maximum. But since such a density function must belong to G(^ ) we must have =^ . In case is not unique, we pick any of the classes where f(y n ;^ (y n )) is at its maximum. The shape of the minimizing g within the maximizing equivalence class does not matter, and we take it as uniform: g(x n ;^ ) = 8 < :
f(x n ;^ ) p(^ ) = f(x n j^ ) for x n 2 X^ 0 otherwise:
Further, E g(X n ;^ ) log 1 f(X n ;^ (X n )) = nH(^ ) = log 1 f(y n ;^ )
; y n 2 X^ :
Example: For the Bernoulli class take^ = m=n. Then g(x n ; m=n) = 1 n m ; and the mean (17) is nh(m=n).
We now have a parametric class of modelsĜ = S^ 2^ G^ , and we may consider the minmax problem min q max g2Ĝ E g log f(X n ;^ (X n )) q(X n ) = logĈ n :
We have the theorem Theorem 2 The minimizing q in (18) is given by the NML density function q(x n ) =f(x n ) = f(x n ;^ (x n )) C n ;
and the minmax bounds (18) and (5) are equal:
Finally, the prior
maximizes the mean Z^ w(^ )E g log f(X n ;^ (X n )) g(X n ;^ )w(^ ) d^ (22) where w(^ ) ranges over all priors in^ .
We use the term`prior' for these distributions following tradition even though they need not have anything to do with prior knowledge in the Bayesians' sense. In particular, w could be called canonical prior, because it is constructed entirely in terms of the data and cannot incorporate any prior knowledge whatsoever.
Proof: Let Q(^ ) be the probability of X^ under the density function q(x n ). By the assumption g(x n ;^ ) = f(x n j^ ) is uniform in X^ , and the minmax problem (18) is equivalent with min q max fD(f(X n j^ )kq(X n )=Q(^ )) + log w(^ ) Q(^ ) + log C n g: (23) This is closely related to Shtarkov's minmax problem, and the solution is found by similar arguments: The rst term within the curly brackets is nonnegative for all q(x n ), and so is the second for the maximizing^ , because at that point the ratio of the two distributions is not smaller than unity. Both terms vanish for the choice (19), which proves the rst two claims.
To prove the last claim observe that (22) is log C n ? D(wk w), which reaches its maximum value log C n for w = w.
The next theorem generalizes the strong lower bound in 9] as well as those in 8] in that the expectation is taken with respect to density functions outside of the model class M . In 8] the proof relies heavily on the fact that the minmax bound is the channel capacity for the model class M in question, which requires the maximizing mixture density. Here, this is not the case nor can we use any mixture density at all, but becausef(x n ) = f(x n j^ (x n )) w(^ ) behaves like a mixture maximizing (22), which plays the role of channel capacity, the quite ingenious arguments in the cited reference still apply with modi cations.
Theorem 3 With the notations of Theorem 2, let the parameters of the class of exponential distributions M k range over a compact subset of the euclidean space R k such that 0 < K < inf 2^ p( ) sup 2^ p( ) :
Then for any q(x n ) E g(X n ; ) log f(X n ;^ (X n )) q(X n ) > (1 ? ) log C n (24)
for every positive and all 2^ , except for a subset B = B n (q; ) such that w(B) e 1?e C ? n ; (25) where w(B) is the probability of the set B under the density function w. Moreover, C n = O(n k=2 ), and the volume of the exceptional set B goes to zero as n grows to in nity.
The proof is given in Appendix A.
Remarks. The condition on could have been stated in terms of the Fisher information since by the central limit theorem p(^ ) behaves like n k=2 q I(^ )=(2 ) n=2 . Hence, will have to exclude points where the Fisher information is not in nity such as the variance being zero in the Gaussian case. The condition given is what we need and it does not need the central limit theorem.
These theorems give strong support to the belief that the best way to encode data, about which we can learn only properties that can be expressed in terms of the models in the class M , is with the code obtained from the NML density functionf(x n ; ).
The rst theorem nds this density function among all codes to minimize the mean code length, the mean taken with respect to the worst case model of almost any kind. The same mean will result no matter what additional properties the data generating models might have. In other words, this mean is guaranteed to be reached no matter what other properties the data might have. The second theorem re-enforces this optimal code, because we get the same minmax bound even when we restrict the data generating models to the most`benevolent' ones that minimize the mean of the ideal target for the parametric class. Finally, the third theorem strengthens the second by stating that the worst case data generating model is not a rare event: Nearly all of the`benevolent' data generating models will be almost as di cult to encode against. Hence, we cannot expect to be able to encode data with a shorter mean code length unless we permit more elaborate models to be used in the code designs than those in the class M , which, in turn, are subject to their lower bound.
Complexity and Information
For the exponential class M consider the decompositions ? logf(x n ; ) = ? log f(x n ;^ (x n ); ) + log C n ( ) (26) = ? log f(x n j^ (x n )) ? log w(^ (x n )); (27) where we reintroduced the structure index . We have de ned ? logf(x n ; ) in 11] as the stochastic complexity of the data sequence, relative to the model class considered. The term log C n ( ) has been de ned either as the model complexity or parametric complexity, 4], the idea being that it takes that many bits to encode the optimal parameters^ (x n ) quantized to optimal precision. Here, we would like to de ne it as the information in the data sequence in the sense that it represents the amount of useful information we can learn about the data with the selected model class. Shannon de ned ? log P(x n ) as the self information, when the probability distribution P is given. Since in that case there is no reason to distinguish between information and complexity no serious confusion resulted from this. In contrast, in our more general situation the two notions need to be distinguished, and Shannon's self information will have to be interpreted as complexity in our sense. After all, if we know the data generating distribution there is nothing further the data can teach us about the data generating machinery; the information in our sense is zero, as it should be.
Having de ned log C n ( ) as the amount of useful information, the rst term, namely ? log f(x n ;^ (x n ); ), is left with no information, which leaves us with a bit of con ict. It is clear that the rst term in the second decomposition has no useful information, because f(y n j^ (x n )) is uniform in its support. But why don't we de ne the remaining term ? log w(^ (x n )) as the`information' rather than log C n ( )? The reason is that this term, being the negative logarithm of a density at the in nite precision maximum likelihood estimate, means an in nite code length. Unlike the rst term, which gives a nite code length for the data, always quantized to some xed precision, the parameters have no xed quantization. In order to have a unique meaning for complexity and useful information in a sequence of quantized data as code lengths the parameters should be quantized in a manner to minimize the complexity. Such a quantization results from a nonuniform grid in the parameter space in terms of the largest rectangles within the hyper ellipsoids de ned by the quadratic form 0 I( ) d. If we take d such that the volumes of the rectangles become V n = jI( )j ?1=2 ( 2 n ) k=2 the result by the central limit theorem is that p(^ (x n ))V n ! 1 and w(^ (x n ))C n ( ) ! 1. This resolves the con ict and gives log C n ( ) as the code length for the optimal model, speci ed by the optimally quantized ML parameters. This choice is reenforced by a most interesting analysis of the manifold of the models f(y n ;^ ),^ ranging over^ in 2] and 3], which was done by means of di erential geometry without any appeal to code length. First, a lattice was de ned in the manifold with help of the Fisher information and Stein's lemma such that the adjacent pairs can be distinguished from the data x n in such a manner that the probability of making a mistake goes to zero at an optimal rate as n goes to in nity. Then by a limiting process one arrives at a set of`distinguishable' distributions of cardinality continuum. The interesting outcome is that the number of distributions that can be extracted from the data x n is given by the formula (9) for our information, which in 2] was de ned as the geometric complexity of the model class considered.
Akaike's Quest
In the early seventies Akaike derived his AIC model selection criterion based on the idea of nding the model in a parametric class that is closest to a data generating distribution in KL-distance lying outside the class. Although the basic idea is innovating it is not quite correct. In fact, consider a class of nested subclasses, such as the set of polynomials of all orders k, where k > m implies that f(x n ;^ k ) f(x n ;^ m ). Then D(g(X n )kf(X n ;^ k )) < D(g(X n )kf(X n ;^ m )), which means that the nearest model is either the most complex one in terms of the number of parameters or it does not exist at all. Hence, we cannot see how this premise could logically lead to a meaningful model selection criterion. This inherent di culty undoubtedly is the reason why one cannot nd with AIC the data generating distribution, regardless of the amount of data available, even when it is within the parametric model class. The defect has often been brushed aside with the lame argument that the failure does not matter, because the`true' data generating distribution does not lie in any parametric class. In truth, it does not lie anywhere! Yet there is something quite appealing about Akaike's attempt, and it seems to be of interest to rectify the problem. 
wheref(x n ; ) is the NML model, which is a universal model in the class M . The natural data dependent estimate of (28) leads to the MDL criterion, which seeks to minimize the stochastic complexity min ? log f(x n ;^ (x n ); ) + C n ( ); rather than AIC. Such a procedure leads to an NML density function for the larger class M and the corresponding de nitions of complexity and information, relative to this class. This is done in detail for the linear quadratic regression problem in 12], and the criterion is independent of the hyperparameters specifying the compact set of the parameters. We should add that the justi cation of the MDL criterion is by no means based on estimation of any data generating`true' distribution. Rather, it is a broad principle applicable without any assumption about the data generating machinery.
Appendix A.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let B be the exceptional set B = f^ : Z g(x n ;^ ) log f(x n ;^ ) q(x n ) dx n (1 ? ) log C n g; 
(1 ? ) log C n ;
the rst inequality following from Shannon's inequality. The integral in the second term of (32) is upper bounded by log C n , because the restricted prior w B ( ) di ers from w( ), which maximizes (22). Replacing the left hand side of (32) by log C n we get as in 8] with these upper bounds the inequality log C n w(B)(1 ? ) log C n + (1 ? w(B)) log C n + h( w(B)):
This reduces to log 1 w(B) + 1 ? w(B)
w(B) log 1 w(B) log C n :
Since the maximum of the second term is (log e)=(e ? 1) we get the rst claim (25).
The exponential family satis es all the ve assumptions in 11], which imply that log C n is given by the formula for the stochastic complexity (9) , and it grows to in nity with n; a di erent proof is given in 7] . If p andp are the in num and the supremum, respectively, of p(^ ) over^ , we have by the assumption p=p > K for some positive constant K. Since 
Because w(B) shrinks to zero as n grows to in nity, so does jBj.
